Current multiple job opportunities needed for immediate FT employment. Travel/relocation
to various unanticipated client sites required.
TITLE:
Quality Engineers
JOB DUTIES:
Analyze validation test data to determine whether systems or processes have met validation criteria or to
identify root causes of production problems; Prepare validation or performance qualification protocols for
new or modified manufacturing processes, systems, or equipment for production of products; Create,
populate, or maintain databases for tracking validation activities, test results, or validated systems;
Prepare, maintain, or review validation and compliance documentation, such as engineering change
notices, schematics, or protocols; Resolve testing problems by modifying testing methods or revising test
objectives and standards; Prepare detailed reports or design statements, based on results of validation
and qualification tests or reviews of procedures and protocols; Identify deviations from established
product or process standards and provide recommendations for resolving deviations; Direct validation
activities, such as protocol creation or testing; Develop validation master plans, process flow diagrams,
test cases, or standard operating procedures; Conduct validation or qualification tests of new or existing
processes, equipment, or software in accordance with internal protocols or external standards; Design
validation study features, such as sampling, testing, or analytical methodologies; Participate in internal or
external training programs to maintain knowledge of validation principles, industry trends, or novel
technologies; Problem solving and root cause analysis activities with suppliers and customers; Initiate,
troubleshoot and prepare Non-Conformance (NC) and Corrective and Preventative Action (CAPA) Plans
for non-conforming outputs; Identify and issue supplier corrective action requests (SCAR) as required and
drive suppliers to identify, correct and prevent the root cause; Work between Operations, Engineering,
Purchasing and suppliers to resolve and prevent quality issues; Participate in training and educating
suppliers on Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP), regulatory requirements and company expectations;
Perform process evaluation using statistical tools and perform trend analysis; Identify critical quality
attributes & turn them into inspection criteria; Help define acceptance activities & inspection of
components & assemblies in house (incoming, in-process and final) and at vendors; May perform some
or all of above tasks depending on scope of each project assignment. Work involves travel/relocation to
various unanticipated client sites across USA.
REQUIREMENTS:
Applicants need to have a Bachelor's degree (or foreign equiv.) in any Engineering field and 1 year
experience in the job offered.

Minimum Requirements Apply To The Positions Listed Above.
Please Refer To This Advertisement. No Phone Calls Please. Equal Opportunity Employer.
Please Mail Your Resume To:
HR Manager
Symbioun Technologies, Inc.
1355 Terrell Mill Road, Suite 100, Bldg. 1476
Marietta, GA 30067

